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ABSTRACT
The high memory bandwidth demand of sparse embedding layers
continues to be a critical challenge in scaling the performance of
recommendation models. While prior works have exploited het-
erogeneous memory system designs and partial embedding sum
memoization techniques, they o�er limited bene�ts. This is because
prior designs either target a very small subset of embeddings to
simplify their analysis or incur a high processing cost to account for
all embeddings, which does not scale with the large sizes of modern
embedding tables. This paper proposes GRACE—a lightweight and
scalable graph-based algorithm-system co-design framework to
signi�cantly improve the embedding layer performance of recom-
mendation models. GRACE proposes a novel Item Co-occurrence
Graph (ICG) that scalably records item co-occurrences. GRACE
then presents a new system-aware ICG clustering algorithm to �nd
frequently accessed item combinations of arbitrary lengths to com-
pute and memoize their partial sums. High-frequency partial sums
are stored in a software-managed cache space to reduce memory
tra�c and improve the throughput of computing sparse features.
We further present a cache data layout and low-cost address compu-
tation logic to e�ciently lookup item embeddings and their partial
sums. Our evaluation shows that GRACE signi�cantly outperforms
the state-of-the-art techniques SPACE and MERCI by 1.5⇥ and 1.4⇥,
respectively.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization! Cloud computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep Learning Recommendation Models (DLRMs) are widely em-
ployed to predict rankings of news feeds and entertainment con-
tent [18, 21]. An earlier work [26] shows that DLRMs consume ama-
jority of AI inference cycles of data centers. DLRM exhibits a mix of
workload characteristics with fully connected dense neural network
layers and sparse embedding layers. The sparse embedding layers
are the primary performance bottlenecks of DLRM execution due to
their highmemory bandwidth requirement [24, 26, 28, 34, 38, 43, 44].
Because this application runs at a population scale, the execution
bottlenecks signi�cantly increase the Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO) and power consumption of data centers [5, 35]. Therefore,
improving DLRM performance directly results in saving millions
of dollars in cost and carbon emission [66].

The key challenge in accelerating the DLRM embedding layer
performance is to exploit spatial and temporal locality. This chal-
lenge is because of the irregular nature of the workload’s memory
access pattern over large embedding tables. Recently, several tech-
niques have attempted to improve the DLRM embedding layer
inference performance either by caching partial sums of embed-
dings leading to reduced memory tra�c [34, 48] or by exploiting
the heterogeneous memory systems [1, 34, 38]. These approaches,
however, fall short in the following manner. First, FAE [1] and Rec-
NMP [38] employ heterogeneous memory systems to exploit the
power-law in the item access frequency distribution; however, they
do not improve the memory tra�c. Second, SPACE [34] employs
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a heuristic threshold to select a small subset of popular items and
stores exhaustive combinations of two-item partial sums that leads
to low memory bandwidth reduction. Third, MERCI [48] employs
an expensive user trace processing technique to store partial sums
of more than two items. It has three main drawbacks: (i) the algo-
rithm does not scale to large embedding tables, (ii) the algorithm
operates on the level of sub-groups of embeddings and it does not
capture a global view of user-item interactions; thus the resulting
partial sum formation is based on a limited scope of user-item in-
teractions, leading to sub-optimal memory tra�c reduction, and
(iii) its design is unaware of memory heterogeneity. An ideal de-
sign goal is to signi�cantly reduce memory tra�c while exploiting
memory heterogeneity in a scalable fashion.

This paper presents GRACE—a scalable graph-based algorithm-
system co-design that signi�cantly improves the memory system
performance of DLRM embedding reduction on commodity hard-
ware. Due to the software-only nature of its design, GRACE can be
immediately deployable in today’s data centers. The design goals
of GRACE are four-fold: (1) exploit spatial and temporal locality in
the workload, (2) signi�cant memory tra�c reduction, (3) memory
heterogeneity awareness, and (4) scalability to large embedding
table sizes. To this end, we cast the problem of scalably identifying
popular item combinations of arbitrary lengths to a graph problem.
Using the outcome of this problem, we present a generic system
design framework to improve DLRM performance.

Speci�cally, GRACE analyzes the item preferences of di�erent
users to construct an Item Co-occurrence Graph (ICG). Nodes in
this graph represent items, and edge weights represent the num-
ber of times two items are co-accessed. Mapping co-occurrence
frequencies to a graph o�ers a global view of co-occurrence events
that can scale to a large number of users/items. We then propose a
novel clustering algorithm for ICG that �nds frequently accessed
item combinations. Each resulting cluster is a set of co-accessed
items. To best exploit this algorithmic framework, GRACE stores
the partial sums of frequently co-accessed item combinations into
a software-managed cache space. The ICG clustering algorithm
is cache layout aware. GRACE e�ectively navigates the trade-o�
between memory tra�c reduction and heterogeneous memory
bandwidth utilization by appropriately distributing partial sums
and single-item embeddings into cached and non-cached spaces.
ICG construction and clustering, and partial sum cache data in-
jection are performed o�ine without a�ecting ongoing inference
cycles. At runtime, GRACE exploits both cached partial sums and
frequently accessed single-item embeddings to signi�cantly reduce
the memory tra�c and improve spatial and temporal locality.

To showcase the e�ectiveness of GRACE, we use a case study
of a heterogeneous CPU-GPU system, widely deployed in today’s
data centers [25, 45, 63, 76] for executing DLRMs. In this system,
the capacity-limited GPU memory acts as a software-managed
cache. Our evaluation1 shows that GRACE outperforms the state-
of-the-art techniques SPACE [34] and MERCI [48] by 1.5⇥ and 1.4⇥,
respectively. We further show that GRACE reduces the memory
tra�c of embedding reduction by 1.5⇥ and 1.1⇥ over SPACE and
MERCI. GRACE also improves performance over prior works by

1We use an in-house implementation for SPACE [34], and open-source implementa-
tion [3] of MERCI [48] by the authors.

balancing the tra�c between the heterogeneous memory system.
The graph clustering algorithm in GRACE scales well with the in-
crease in the number of user/items, reducing the processing cost by
8.3⇥ compared to MERCI. The scalable nature of GRACE enables
analysis of large user-item interaction traces and embedding tables
in a practical fashion. We demonstrate the generality of GRACE
by presenting case studies of two additional hardware platforms: 1)
a homogeneous GPU memory and 2) a DIMM-HBM heterogeneous
memory with Processing-In-Memory (PIM) capability. These stud-
ies show consistent improvements of GRACE over prior systems.

Compared to the state-of-the-art system MERCI, GRACE makes
the following novel contributions. First, GRACE fundamentally
redesigns the problem of �nding frequently accessed item com-
binations by formulating it as a graph problem. This formulation
provides a global view of the user-item access trace, as opposed
to MERCI, which operates with a limited scope of user-item inter-
actions. Second, GRACE proposes a scalable clustering algorithm
whose complexity grows linearly with the number of items and
is independent of the number of users. To compare, the runtime
complexity of MERCI is quadratic in the number of items and in-
creases linearly with the number of users. Third, GRACE design
is memory heterogeneity-aware, which caters to the data center
systemmodeling of the DLRMworkload deployment [24, 63], while
MERCI is designed only for homogeneous memory systems.

To summarize, the key contributions of GRACE are as follows:
• Casting the problem of �nding popular item combinations
in DLRM to a graph problem.

• Introduction of novel Item Co-occurrence Graph (ICG) that
scalably records co-accessed item combinations for DLRM.

• A system-aware and scalable graph clustering algorithm
aimed at �nding arbitrary-length popular item combinations
within the capacity-limited cache space.

• GRACE—an algorithm-system co-design that reduces mem-
ory tra�c and exploits heterogeneous memory system to
improve end-to-end DLRM throughput by 1.40⇥ and 1.35⇥
compared to the state-of-the-art frameworks SPACE [34]
and MERCI [48], respectively.

• GRACE is open-source for the bene�t of the broader research
community: https://github.com/Linestro/GRACE.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Personalized Recommendation Models
The goal of DLRM is to predict the Click-Through Rate (CTR) [13,
18, 54, 72, 78], i.e., the probability of a user clicking on an advertised
item. A major data center operator Meta (previously Facebook) has
claimed [26] that DLRM models consume more than 60% of their
AI inference cycles in production, which makes them a leading
candidate for optimization. In contrast to traditional deep neural
network (DNN) models, DLRM features a hybrid architecture of
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) models and embedding layers. The
“dense” input features (e.g., age, gender, and location of the user)
are processed by the �rst MLP to generate dense features. The
sparse input features (e.g., previous user-item interactions), on the
other hand, are processed by the embedding layers. An embedding
layer contains a large embedding table that stores feature vectors
of di�erent items. A user’s past interactions with items are used
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Figure 1: (a) A heterogeneous CPU-GPU system executing
DLRM inference, and (b) work�ow of DLRM inference exe-
cution with a heterogeneous system.

to index these tables to extract items’ features. These features are
then reduced to represent the summary of the user’s interests. This
layer performs sparse computation because a user only interacts
with a handful of items out of millions of available items. These
sparse and dense features are thereafter concatenated and fed into
another MLP layer to predict the CTR.

2.2 DLRM Inference with GPU Support
DLRM systems in production [25, 45, 63, 76] employ a hybrid CPU-
GPU design to execute MLPs and memory-bandwidth–demanding
embedding layers in DLRM models. A simpli�ed depiction of exe-
cuting DLRM models on a hybrid CPU-GPU system is presented in
Fig. 1(a). GPU executes MLPs to exploit higher compute throughput.
The high-bandwidth GPU memory is used to handle the memory
bandwidth-intensive reduction operations of the embedding lay-
ers. However, the embedding tables that store all item features can
amount from tens of GBs to TBs, making it impossible to �t the
entire table into GPU memory. Thus, the GPU memory acts as a
software-managed cache space to store a portion of the embedding
tables [1, 25, 34, 45, 63]. Low-bandwidth CPU memory with high
capacity is employed to store and reduce the rest of the embedding
entries that do not �t in the GPU. We further show in Fig. 1(b) the
state-of-the-art DLRM inference framework that incorporates a
GPU. After receiving a batch of user requests, the requested em-
bedding indices are transferred (TX) to the GPU and are evaluated
for whether each of them is on CPU or GPU. The embedding reduc-
tion operations will distribute to the corresponding memory and
CPU/GPU reduces the embeddings to produce the results for each
user before the results are �nalized on GPU for top MLP layers.

2.3 Exploiting Popular Choices in DLRMs
Real-world DLRM inputs follow a power-law distribution [1, 22, 48,
58, 68], where a small collection of popular items accounts for a
large fraction of embedding table accesses. Below, we summarize
prior works that exploit power-law distribution for optimization.

• FAE [1] proposes a framework that constructs an empirical
distribution of item access frequencies by pro�ling a portion
of the user-item access trace. The framework then calibrates
a popularity threshold and uses the GPU memory to store
the highly accessed embeddings.

• RecNMP [38] proposes a small cache structure to each rank-
level near-memory processing module to bypass the DRAM
loads of frequently accessed items.

• SPACE [34] employs a hybrid memory architecture with
HBM and DIMM, where HBM stores popular user choices.
SPACE introduces two new concepts called gather locality
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Figure 2: The landscape of DLRM embedding layer optimiza-
tion design space and their respective performance over an
in�nite GPU memory model.

and reduction locality. The power-law nature of the item
access frequencies implies that preferential treatment of pop-
ular items (i.e., placing them in HBM) can promote gather
locality. Reduction locality, on the other hand, is availed by
storing partial reductions of any two popular item vectors.
Speci�cally, SPACE uses psum2, i.e., reduction of embedding
vectors of pairs of popular items. To exploit these two types
of locality, SPACE pre-processes the user-item access trace to
extract popular item choices and their combinations. These
popular embedding vectors are stored in capacity-limited
HBM that enables high-bandwidth access, while other em-
bedding vectors are extracted from DIMMs.

• MERCI [48] generalizes SPACE by storing partial sums of
more than two items. MERCI inspects the user-item interac-
tion trace, analyzes popular co-accessed items, and merges
them into clusters. Within the cluster, all partial sums are
stored using the additional DRAM storage.

3 UNDERSTANDING THE CHALLENGES IN
ACCELERATING DLRM INFERENCE

3.1 Growing Data Sizes and Demands
The recent development of DLRM observes a super-linear growth
of capacity and bandwidth demands. The evolution in DLRM has
resulted in much richer embedding features, leading to increased
data volumes. The memory footprint of DLRM has increased by 16
times, reaching an order of terabytes within four years [52, 77]. Ad-
ditionally, the inherently irregular nature of memory accesses over
large embedding tables results in a signi�cant portion of accesses
that cannot be served using capacity-limited caches, increasing the
o�-chip memory bandwidth requirements. The bandwidth demand
of DLRM embedding layers has increased by 30 times to 2TB/s, dra-
matically outpacing the bandwidth growth of accelerator memories
and interconnections [63].
3.2 Limitations of Prior Works
Fig. 2(a) shows the landscape of optimization directions divided
into memory tra�c reduction and heterogeneous memory aware
placement for better memory bandwidth utilization. The goal is
to achieve both high memory tra�c reduction and high memory
bandwidth utilization of the heterogeneous memory at the same
time. However, we show in the following that none of the prior
works supports designs in both optimization directions, and thus,
results in sub-optimal performance.

Memory tra�c reduction. In what follows, we discuss prior
works that attempt to improve the DLRM embedding layer per-
formance. As many items are frequently accessed together, these
works propose storing their partial sums, resulting in a memory
tra�c reduction. SPACE [34] uses a subset of the most popular
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items and caches partial sums (psum) all two–item combinations of
popular items to produce reduction locality. This reduces the mem-
ory bandwidth requirement. However, we show that SPACE only
reduces the memory tra�c by 1.09⇥ on average (detailed in Fig. 10).
While the most popular single items are likely to be accessed by
di�erent users, there is no guarantee of users accessing all possi-
ble two popular item combinations frequently. We �nd that only
an average of 25% of popular psum of two items stored in SPACE
represent 95% of the accesses to the cache space. This shows that a
majority of cached partial sums in SPACE are accessed signi�cantly
less frequently. This caching space can be better utilized by stor-
ing other more frequent patterns. Also, SPACE only tracks psums
among O

�p
=
�
frequently accessed items, where n is the number

of items, making the strategy unscalable to large datasets.
MERCI [48] �nds that items that co-occur can bene�t from memo-
ization of their partial sums. Such memoization can be generalized
to clustering the co-occurred items and storing all psums within
each cluster. MERCI proposes generating the most cost-e�cient
item clusters to �ll the cache space. However, the main drawback
is the complexity of generating such clusters. MERCI �rst classi�es
each item as a single-item cluster and recursively measures the
bene�t of merging any two clusters. By merging two clusters, all
the partial sums within the clustered items are stored to reduce the
memory bandwidth requirement. The amount of bandwidth reduc-
tion is measured by inspecting the inverse map of the full training
trace. The clustering incurs an overhead of O

�
⇠ ⇥ =2 ⇥<

�
, where

C is the maximum capacity of generating psums, n is the number of
items andm is the number of users in the training trace. In practice,
MERCI breaks the total item set into k sub-groups using an o�-the-
shelf algorithm [8] and only merges within the sub-group. This

reduces the complexity to O
✓
⇠ ⇥ : ⇥

⇣
=
:

⌘2
⇥<

◆
. Nevertheless, the

complexity of MERCI grows super-linearly with the increase in the
number of items and number of users, making the algorithm not
scalable to large datasets.

Memory heterogeneity awareness. Both FAE [1] and Rec-
NMP [38] set a heuristic threshold to distribute popular items to
GPU/RankCache and exploit the high bandwidth memory of the
heterogeneous system. SPACE stores popular embeddings (and
psums) to produce gather locality.

To analyze the importance of memory heterogeneity awareness,
we measure the performance of executing DLRM on a host machine
that uses a heterogeneousmemory system (con�guration detailed in
§6). For baseline performance analysis, we assume an in�nite GPU
memory capacity and naively migrate all embeddings (no psums) to
the cache space, i.e., the GPU memory. We further tested an oracle-
of-2 framework that assumes psum of any 2 item embeddings
can be accessed, and memory throughput on the heterogeneous
memory system achieves a perfect balance between the CPU and
GPU memory. While an oracle-of-3 or more is possible, we choose
an oracle-of-2 to compare with MERCI and GRACE because it
provides a reasonable roo�ine for the reduction factor. Fig. 2(b)
shows that with the same additional capacity on GPU, two strategic
frameworks SPACE and MERCI only outperform the baseline by
1.14⇥ and 1.20⇥ on average, while oracle-of-2 outperforms the
baseline by 2.16⇥. We conclude 2 key reasons for this gap.

(a) Lowmemory tra�c reduction ratio. The main speedup of
SPACE stems from setting a heuristic threshold and storing popular
item embeddings on HBM. This empirically distributes the tra�c to
both CPU memory and GPU memory, achieving a higher collective
bandwidth. However, the tra�c reduction ratio only goes up to
1.09⇥ in SPACE due to the reduction strategy being unscalable to
large datasets. FAE and RecNMP fall into the same category with a
tra�c reduction ratio of 1 (no reduction).

(b) Lack of heterogeneous memory awareness.MERCI �nds
items clustering assignments that maximize the memory tra�c
reduction using psums. However, this does not necessarily lead to
optimal performance. By caching psums to the capacity-limited
GPU, the bandwidth requirement is reduced, but this comes at the
cost of excessively populating the cache space with psums that are
rarely accessed. The occupied memory capacity for storing such
psums prevents adding single-item embeddings to the GPU. This
causes many item embeddings to be accessed from DIMM-based
low bandwidth memory, throttling the overall memory throughput
(detailed in §7.1). An ideal clustering algorithm should be memory
heterogeneity aware and balance the trade-o� between memory traf-
�c reduction and the heterogeneous memory throughput to achieve
optimal performance.

3.3 Challenges in Scalable System Design
Today’s DLRM models involve several million items accessed by
tens of millions of users [52, 77]. Scalably identifying frequently
accessed item combinations that result in an e�ective memory
tra�c reduction remains a major challenge. Additionally, prior
works do not systematically optimize for a collective bandwidth
reduction of the heterogeneous memory system, resulting in a
memory throughput imbalance.

4 GRACE ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORK
This section presents a novel algorithmic framework of GRACE to
tackle the aforementioned challenges. The framework designs the
content of the capacity-limited cache space to maximize the DLRM
inference performance. The designed cache space can contain both
popular item embeddings and partial sums of item combinations of
arbitrary lengths. We then present complexity and runtime over-
head analysis to demonstrate the practicality of our algorithm.

4.1 Design Goals
The goal of the GRACE algorithmic framework is to make the most
e�cient use of the cache space to store frequently accessed items
and their combinations, given the capacity limitation. In particular,
the algorithmic framework must meet the following expectations:

• No exhaustive caching. As discussed in §3, storing all pairs of
highly accessed items leads to an O

�
=2

�
space complexity,

where n is the number of highly accessed cached items. In
this setting, it is not guaranteed for all of the two frequently
accessed items to be frequently co-accessed; caching partial
sums of rarely co-accessed items wastes cache space. Thus,
the algorithm must not exhaustively cache all the possible
partial sums of highly accessed items.

• Scalable with trace size. The algorithm to build the cache
space must have low complexity. In practice, the user-item
interaction trace size can grow in�nitely, and the number
of users and items can scale to many millions. Therefore, a
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high-complexity algorithm to �nd popular partial sums to
cache can lead to prohibitive analysis times.

• System awareness. The algorithm should account for di�erent
dataset characteristics and underlying system con�gurations,
and be extensible to multiple embedding tables to achieve
optimal performance in realistic deployment environments.

4.2 Algorithm Details
Given the user-item interaction trace, the goal of the algorithm is
to �nd the most frequently accessed items and item combinations.
Naively counting frequencies of all item combinations results in
a combinatorial explosion, thus it is not feasible even for a small
number of item combinations. To tackle this problem, here we
introduce the notion of an Item Co-occurrence Graph (ICG). In an
ICG, the nodes represent items, and edge weights represent the
frequency of co-occurrence of items across the sampled user access
patterns. We cast the problem of scalably tracking frequencies
of arbitrary-sized item combinations as a graph problem on the
ICG. The user-item interaction trace can have di�erent orders of
items being accessed (i.e., irregular accesses) by users, and the
trace size can grow in�nitely. Key advantages of representing user-
item interaction trace via ICG are (i) the graph size is invariant
to the number of users, (ii) it is an order-agnostic representation
of user-item trace, (iii) the number of nodes in the graph grows
only linearly in the number of items. Heavily weighted edges in
the ICG e�ciently capture highly co-accessed combinations of
items gathered from all user-item interactions. Thus, ICG provides
a succinct global view over the user-item interaction trace, and
allows for the design of e�cient graph analysis algorithms that
scale to large numbers of users and items. In what follows, we
present a uni�ed algorithmic framework that identi�es frequently
accessed single items and their combinations using the ICG. This
is a two–phase algorithm: the �rst phase records user preferences
and constructs of the ICG, and the second phase clusters this graph
to �nd popular items and their combinations.

ICG Construction Phase.We are provided with sampled his-
torical data of items accessed by users. Each user has a list of ac-
cessed items organized in a data structure user_accesses. We
use these user-item accesses to construct the ICG which contains
the frequency of co-occurrence of items aggregated across users.
Alg. 4 (see Appendix §A.1) presents the pseudo-code of this graph
construction phase. To build the ICG, we �rst randomly sample
users. For each sampled user, we bu�er all pairs of items accessed
by the user as item co-occurrences. We then use this item co-
occurrence bu�er to construct a weighted graph by increasing the
edge-weight by 1 for each co-occurrence. The bu�er of edges/item
co-occurrences can be constructed online by a �re-and-forget pro-
cess without impacting the performance of ongoing DLRM infer-
ence; the weighted ICG is constructed o�ine during the cache
design phase. Further discussion on our proposed usage model is
presented in the sequel (§5.1).

ICG Clustering Phase. This phase clusters the ICG. The goal of
this algorithm is to identify frequently occurring item combinations
from the user access patterns. Post clustering, the nodes (items)
from the same cluster are deemed to be accessed together frequently.
One way to cluster the graphs is by employing o�-the-shelf graph
clustering algorithms such as Metis [46]. Notably, these clustering

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for partitioning ICG into clusters
1: procedure C������ICG( ) ù O�ine ICG clustering
2: Input: G: Item Co-occurrence Graph (ICG)
3: Input: nodes: Vertex set of G sorted by their degrees
4: Input: capacity_budget: Number of cache lines allowed in cache space
5: Output: cluster_list: Assignment of ICG nodes into di�erent clusters
6:
7: node_idx=0; cluster_id=0; occupied_space=|nodes|

8: active_list[u]=0, 8 u 2 nodes ù indicator whether a node is clustered
9: while node_idx < |nodes| do
10: anchor_node = nodes[node_idx]

11: remaining_memory = capacity_budget - occupied_space

12: // Create a cluster using an anchor node
13: cluster = F���C������(G, anchor_node, active_list,

14: remaining_memory)
15: // Calculate occupied space, break if OOM
16: occupied_space += 2

cluster.size()
- 1 - cluster.size()

17: if occupied_space >= capacity_budget then
18: break
19: cluster_list[cluster_id] = cluster

20: cluster_id += 1

21: while !active_list[nodes[node_idx]] do
22: node_idx += 1 ù increment until reaching the �rst active node
23: return cluster_list

algorithms optimize for di�erent criteria and do not create clusters
that minimize DLRM bandwidth as we show in §7.

GRACE proposes a novel clustering algorithm that clusters the
graph with the objective of maximizing bandwidth reduction in DLRM.
Our proposed algorithm is caching space-aware, i.e., it also accounts
for capacity-limited cache space for clustering decisions. Post clus-
tering, GRACE caches the partial sums of embeddings of all item
combinations within each cluster. During inference, these cached
partial sums are used to (i) reduce memory tra�c, and (ii) avail e�-
cient memory accesses to increase end-to-end DLRM throughput.

Alg. 1 presents the pseudocode of the proposed ICG clustering
phase. The proposed algorithm uses a greedy approach to form
the clusters. The inputs to the clustering algorithm are: (i) the ICG
generated in the ICG Construction Phase; (ii) a sorted vertex list,
where nodes are sorted by their degrees in ICG; (iii) a capacity
budget, denoting the number of lines of item embeddings/psums
allowed in the cache space. We maintain an active list of vertices
that are not clustered and update this list as the algorithm pro-
gresses. The algorithm loops over all active vertices and attempts
to greedily form new clusters. Within each loop, the largest degree
vertex that is active is chosen as an anchor node and is passed to
F���C������() to form a cluster of an arbitrary size. Upon forming
a cluster, occupied_space is updated. For each cluster, the algo-
rithm saves all combinations of its constituent items, taking an
additional size of 2cluster_size � 1 � cluster_size compared to
originally stored item embeddings. The algorithm terminates when
the occupied_space reaches the capacity budget. We now detail
how to form clusters.

Forming a cluster. Alg. 2 presents the pseudocode for forming
individual clusters. The function receives four inputs: (a) the ICG,
(b) anchor_node—a starting node from which we attempt to form
a cluster, (c) active list of nodes that are not yet clustered; (d) re-
maining cache capacity. Given an anchor node, all its neighbors
that are part of the active list become the candidates to be added
to the cluster. We use a cost-bene�t model to estimate the cost
e�ciency obtained by including a new node in the cluster. To select
the best candidate to add to the existing cluster, we compute the
estimated bene�t of each of the candidates to the cluster, and admit
the node that yields the maximum expected bene�t. This algorithm
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for an algorithm to form a new cluster
under a capacity budget.
1: procedure F���C������(g, anchor_node, active_list) ù O�ine
2: Input: G: Item co-occurrence graph (ICG)
3: Input: anchor_node: The node selected to create the cluster
4: Input: active_list: List of unclustered nodes
5: Input: remaining_capacity: Remaining memory within the cache space
6: Output: cluster: Formed cluster containing anchor_node
7: Constant: MAX_CLUSTER_SIZE: Maximum size of any cluster
8:
9: candidates = {anchor_node}

10: best_candidate = anchor_node

11: current_benefit = 0

12: while true do
13: cluster.append(best_candidate)

14: candidates.remove(best_candidate)

15: active_list.erase(best_candidate)

16: // Potential candidates while inducting the next node into cluster
17: candidates.add(active_list \ neigh(best_candidate))

18: best_candidate = -1

19: current_benefit *= tolerance_factor

20: if cluster.size() >= MAX_CLUSTER_SIZE then
21: break
22: if 2cluster.size()+1 � 1 >= remaining_memory then
23: break
24: for all candidate 2 candidates do
25: // Estimate bene�t of adding the candidate to the cluster
26: est_benefit = E�������B������(G, cluster, candidate)

27: if est_benefit > current_benefit then
28: current_benefit = est_benefit

29: best_candidate = candidate

30: if best_candidate < 0 then
31: return cluster

32: return cluster

is greedy because it chooses the next best node from the candidate
set to insert into the clusters. When a new node is admitted to
the cluster, it is removed from the candidate set and the active list.
For the next iteration, the candidate set is updated to contain the
neighbors of all the nodes in the cluster so far that are in the active
list. In each round, after determining a new node to join the cluster,
we record the total estimated bene�t so far. When new candidates
are evaluated, they are deemed valid to join the cluster if the cost
e�ciency yielded by their addition to the cluster is greater than the
previous cost e�ciency (within a speci�ed tolerance level). This
procedure terminates when one of the following criteria is satis�ed:
(i) no valid candidates are found to add to the cluster based on the
estimated bene�ts; (ii) the cluster size exceeds a maximum cluster
limit imposed externally; (iii) the cluster exceeds the total memory
budget in the cache space. Finally, the formed cluster is returned.

Cost-bene�t model for joining a cluster. The goal of the cost-
bene�t model is to estimate the bene�t of admitting a candidate
node into a given cluster. Measuring the exact bene�t of adding
a node to a cluster of items requires going over the entire trace
of user accesses to measure the frequency of all subsets of items.
The resulting complexity would be exponential with the size of the
cluster. Therefore, it is prohibitively expensive and unrealistic even
for small datasets. The key idea of our approach is to exploit the item
co-occurrence graphs to estimate the expected savings of a cluster
without explicitly counting the frequency of all combinations. Our
estimates rely on inclusion-exclusion rules in combinatorics [10].
This allows us to build lower and upper bounds on the frequency of
larger tuples (triplets, quadruplets, and beyond) by only measuring
the frequency of pairs (i.e. the number of co-occurrences). These
lower and upper bounds on frequencies directly allow us to estimate
the lower and upper bounds of the expected bandwidth reduction
resulting from caching all subsets of a given cluster.

a b

c

5

3 4 x

a

b

c

4-x5-x

3-x

Adding node c

= 2×$ + 1× 5− $ + 1× 4− $
+	1× 3− $

= 12− $; $ ∈ 0,3

(a) (b) (c)

Saving

Min benefit: 9, max benefit: 12

Figure 3: An example demonstrating the cost-bene�t model
of adding a node to an existing cluster.

We provide an intuitive explanation of our cost-bene�t estima-
tion using an example. In Fig. 3, suppose we are provided with
a cluster that already contains items 0 and 1, and our goal is to
estimate the bene�t of adding item 2 to the cluster. As depicted in
Fig. 3(a), suppose items 0 and 1 are co-accessed 5 times, items 1
and 2 are co-accessed 4 times, and items 0 and 2 are co-accessed 3
times. However, note that the graph, since it encodes only pairwise
relations, does not o�er any information on how often all three
items are accessed together. We can represent this information in
the form of a Venn diagram where (0,1), (1, 2), and (2,0) corre-
spond to di�erent sets, as depicted in Fig. 3(b). We assume that
the intersection of three sets has G elements. Storing the partial
sum of 0,1 & 2 , denoted by ?BD<(0,1, 2), reduces the number of
embedding fetches from 3 to 1 when all these items are accessed
together. Storing the partial sums of pairs, on the other hand, would
save one embedding fetch if the pair is co-accessed. Based on this
knowledge, we can calculate the total savings of caching all pairs
and the triplet as shown in Fig. 3(c) as a function of G . Given the
number of co-accesses between (0,1) = 5, (1, 2) = 4, and (2,0) = 3,
the maximum frequency of (0,1, 2) could be 3 and the minimum
frequency of (0,1, 2) could be 0. Therefore, caching all combina-
tions of 0, 1, and 2 yields worst-case and best-case savings of 9 and
12, respectively.

Forming a cluster with nodes 0,1, and 2 implies that we cache
these embeddings and their partial sums: emb(a), emb(b), emb(c),
and additionally psum(a, b), psum(b, c), psum(a, c), and psum(a, b,
c), i.e., 4 additional cached partial sums. Consequently, the cost-
bene�t model estimates the maximum and minimum bene�t of
adding a node 2 to the cluster of nodes 0 and 1 would be 9/4
(min_expected_saving in Algorithm 3) and 12/4 (max_expected
_saving in Algorithm 3). In practice, we observe that the exact
bene�t of adding a node to a cluster is around the midpoint of
the maximum and minimum estimated bene�ts. We use a linear
interpolation factor U between the lower and upper bounds of the
bene�t to estimate the cost e�ciency of the proposed cluster as
shown in Algorithm 3. §B.4 discusses the sensitivity of tuning of this
estimation. GRACE uses a graph-based algorithm, which readily
applies to multiple embedding tables (shown in §A.3).

4.3 A Walk-Through Example
To best understand the proposed algorithms, Fig. 4 shows a walk-
through example of our ICG building and clustering phases. Fig. 4(a)
shows the user-item interaction trace, where 5 di�erent users are
accessing unique items. In this example, we set the maximum cache
capacity to 10 cached items, tolerance factor to 0.4, and U to 0.5.
Note that our algorithms are not restricted to these parameters and
can work for any parameter setting, these parameters are chosen
for simplicity.

Fig. 4(b) shows the ICG that is formed as a result of shown user
preference trace. In this example, the node IDs correspond to items
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Figure 4: (a) User-item preference trace, (b) resulting ICG, (c-j) a walk-through example of the ICG clustering algorithm, and (k)
resulting clusters and cached embeddings.

Algorithm 3 Pseudocode to estimate the cost bene�t of a node
joining an existing cluster
1: procedure E�������B������(G, cluster, candidate) ù O�ine
2: Input: G: Item co-occurrence graph (ICG)
3: Input: cluster: the current formed cluster so far
4: Input: candidate: candidate node to join cluster

5: Output: est_benefit: estimated savings per cache line
6:
7: g = subgraph(G, cluster)

8: // Construct g’, the resulting cluster if candidate was added to g

9: g’ = g.add_node(G, candidate)

10: // Estimate cost bene�t by the creation of g’
11: lower_bound = min_expected_saving(g’)

12: upper_bound = max_expected_saving(g’)

13: // g’ is the resulting cluster if candidate was added, thus |g’ | � 2
14: est_benefit = (1�U )⇥lower_bound + U⇥upper_bound

2( |g’|) �1� |g’|
15: return est_benefit

from 0 to 5. The edge weights of ICG represent the number of
times items corresponding to its source and destination nodes are
co-accessed. For example, items 2 and 3 are co-accessed by three
users, i.e., users 0, 2, and 4, hence, a weight of 3 is assigned to the
edge between ICG nodes 2 and 3. This graph is a result of the ICG
building phase, the next phase is clustering this graph.

The ICG clustering algorithm starts by assigning all nodes to the
active list, and picking the �rst node to start forming clusters. As
shown in Fig. 4(b), because node 2 has the highest degree (i.e., item
2 is the most popular), the �rst node that starts building clusters is
node 2 (Fig. 4(c)). Based on line 24 of Algorithm 2, all the neighbors
of node 2 from the active list are picked to estimate the bene�t–per–
cached–space of adding them to an existing cluster. Based on the
ICG connectivity, node 3 has the best estimated bene�t of 3/1 for
getting added to the cluster. Therefore, our algorithm picks node 3,
and forms a cluster of nodes 2 and 3. Note that this cluster takes 3
cache spaces, which is less than the cache budget of 10. Therefore,
this algorithm continues and it attempts to �nd new nodes to add
to the same cluster.

As shown in Fig. 4(f), the cluster expansion continues by examin-
ing the neighbors of ICG nodes 2 and 3 to the existing cluster. Using
nodes 0, 1, 4, and 5, the algorithm calculates the cost of adding
each of these nodes to an existing cluster of nodes 2 and 3. The
�gure shows the range of bene�ts calculated by our algorithm, and

using an U of 0.5, node 0 has the highest estimated bene�t of 6 / 4
(the denominator of 4 is because the cluster of three nodes would
consume 4 additional caching locations). Because this bene�t is
within a tolerance limit of the previously estimated bene�t (i.e., 6
/ 4 > 0.4 ⇥ 3), node 0 is added to the cluster. At this point, 7 out
of 10 cache spaces are claimed, and adding any more nodes to the
cluster would result in more than 10 cache spaces. Therefore, this
clustering algorithm terminates, and it picks up a new node 4 from
the active list to form a fresh cluster. The result of this iteration of
clustering is a 2-node cluster with nodes 4 and 5.

Fig. 4(k) shows the result of this clustering algorithm, where
two clusters are formed with 2 and 3 nodes. It also shows the
consumption of cache space taken by these two clusters. Here, 0+ 2
means the partial sum of items 0 and 2. Of note are two important
details: (i) clusters can be of di�erent sizes (size of 2 and 3 in
this example); (ii) the partial sums of all combinations of items
in a cluster are cached. The cache layout is carefully tailored to
compute addresses easily (detailed in §5.3). In practice, the cache
space budget is much higher, and this algorithm forms several
clusters of di�erent sizes.

4.4 Overhead Analysis
Complexity Analysis. Denote the number of users by<, and the
average length of item interactions per user by ? . The complexity of
ICG construction (Algorithm 4) is O

�
<?2

�
. Let = be the number of

nodes (items) in ICG, 3 be the average degree per node, and : be the
average size of a cluster. The complexity of a single evaluation of
the cost model is O

�
:2

�
. In Algorithm 2, the while(true) loop is

iterated : times; each iteration makes 3 calls to the E�������B���
����() function (Algorithm 3). Therefore the overall complexity
of F���C������() is O

�
3:3

�
, executed =

: times. Thus, the overall
complexity of clustering the ICG is O

�
=3:2

�
.

We highlight the following merits of our algorithmic framework:
(i) the ICG construction phase is linear in the number of users;
(ii) the clustering algorithm is linear in the number of items. This
allows our approach to scale to a large number of users and items.
The ICG clustering complexity is quadratic to : . Our evaluation
shows that : goes up to 8 for the best DLRM performance, making
the clustering algorithm practical.
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RuntimeAnalysis.To evaluate the runtime overhead ofGRACE

clustering algorithm, we implement a parallel version of this algo-
rithm in C++ using OpenMP. To best match our estimation to a
data center deployment scenario, we run this clustering algorithm
on a high-end server-grade CPU discussed in §6.2. Using a 128-
thread implementation, Fig. 5 compares the clustering speeds of
GRACE and MERCI. GRACE achieves 8.3⇥ faster clustering on
average among all datasets, and 26.6⇥ among the mixed datasets
that have a larger number of items. This shows that the GRACE
algorithmic framework meets one of its key goals, i.e., designing a
practical and scalable algorithm. With the low-cost scalable cluster-
ing algorithm, GRACE can adapt to frequent user-item preference
behavior changes even at an update frequency of hours.

5 GRACE SYSTEM DESIGN
The algorithmic framework of GRACE is generic and can apply to
various types of memory systems. Here, we consider the use case
of a CPU-GPU heterogeneous system and present GRACE system
design. Our system modeling choice is motivated by the fact that
this type of system is widely adopted in today’s data centers that
execute DLRMs [25, 45, 63, 76].
5.1 Usage Model
Fig. 6 depicts a high-level overview of the usage model of GRACE.
It consists of online pro�ling of user-item interactions, o�ine ICG
construction, clustering, and populating the cache spacewith partial
sums of clusters. GRACE is immediately deployable on commodity
hardware platforms. In what follows, we detail the GRACE online
and o�ine components.

Online pro�ling. While running DLRM inference in a data
center, GRACE samples a subset of users, and records their item in-
teractions. Speci�cally, it records which items are accessed together
(i.e., pairwise item co-occurrence recording as depicted in Fig. 6)
and lazily updates the ICG. The lazy nature of graph updates means

that the incoming edges to the graph can be bu�ered and processed
at a later point in time. This ensures that the recording phase does
not interfere with the performance of the ongoing DLRM inference.

O�line analysis. As presented in Fig. 6, GRACE collects the
edges recorded during the online pro�ling phase, and constructs
the ICG o�ine. The constructed ICG is then clustered to �nd fre-
quently accessed item combinations as discussed in §4. For each
cluster, GRACE identi�es and fetches the embedding vectors of
the constituent nodes, computes psums, and caches embedding vec-
tors and psums into the cache space. GRACE generates clusters
in decreasing order of expected cost-bene�t e�ciency, as shown
in Algorithm 1. It then stores clusters of psums accordingly to the
GPU and then the CPU. As shown by prior industrial [63] and aca-
demic [1, 34, 48] works, DLRMs employ a remapping table to keep
track of cached items. GRACE re-purposes this remapping table to
re�ect the cached item set. More details on how to �lter cached and
non-cached accesses, and how to determine the addresses of psums
are presented in §5.3. Note that the clustering of ICG and comput-
ing/caching psums does not a�ect DLRM inference latency as they
are carried out o�ine. Using psums does not change the reduction
results; GRACE does not a�ect DLRM inference accuracy.

Justi�cation of the usagemodel.As shown in priorworks [50],
data center operators typically employ feedback-driven [11] and
post-link optimizations [47, 56] to improve the performance of their
workloads. In the case of DLRMworkload, for example, a data center
operator like Meta may pro�le and record user-item interactions
for a week, analyze them o�ine to create a cache space, and deploy
the updated system for inference in subsequent weeks. Several
prior works [5, 11, 39–41, 56] have successfully demonstrated that
pro�le-guided techniques, similar to GRACE, are practical and they
are deployed in data centers today.

5.2 Heterogeneity Awareness
One of the key goals of GRACE is to achieve a heterogeneous
memory-aware framework that also optimizes for high aggre-
gate memory utilization. To compare, MERCI optimizes for a single
metric of maximizing the memory tra�c reduction. Large clusters
formed by MERCI, while yielding a greater bandwidth reduction,
prevent most embeddings from being stored in a capacity-limited
cache space. In that case, the main memory becomes the throt-
tling bottleneck in processing user requests, and it prevents a high
heterogeneous memory utilization.

To combat this, GRACE can be tuned to form appropriately
sized clusters to store a greater diversity of item embeddings and
combinations to e�ectively use the cache space. GRACE uses the
parameters MAX_CLUSTER_SIZE and tolerance_factor discussed
in Algorithm 1 to navigate the complex trade-o� space of memory
tra�c reduction and balance of the heterogeneous memory band-
width. To be able to apply GRACE to arbitrary input and get the
best speedup, GRACE uses a lightweight decision engine to �nd the
best parameter given dataset characteristics. We use three features
from the dataset input: number of items, average pooling factor, and
average node degree in ICG to train the decision engine. We use the
decision tree implementation from scikit-learn [60] library and use
an optimized CART (Classi�cation and Regression Trees) algorithm.
The decision engine can pick the optimal or near-optimal combina-
tion of maximum cluster size and tolerance without exhaustively
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experimenting with all possible combinations. The decision engine
accuracy performance is detailed in Appendix §C with a full sweep
of di�erent maximum cluster sizes and tolerance combinations
shown in Fig. 20.

5.3 Address Generation
As detailed in §5.1, GRACE constructs and clusters an ICG, and
stores psums into a cache space o�ine. To e�ciently use these
psums to improve end-to-end performance, it is crucial to design an
e�cient cache address computation logic. To this end, we propose
a cache data layout and corresponding address generation tech-
nique for e�cient GRACE system design. The goal of our designed
combined cache data layout and address generation is to compute
the address based on the accessed user index at an extremely low
cost in software. Fig. 7 shows the proposed layout of cached data,
where the clusters of the same sizes are grouped together and laid
out adjacent to one another in the address space. Notably, GRACE
employs a software-managed cache space to avoid hardware addi-
tions to commercial hardware platforms. Because software injects
cache lines o�ine, it does not disturb the ongoing inference cycles.
To understand cache layout and address generation with a simple
example, assume that the largest size cluster is 4 nodes. GRACE
�rst stores all 4-node clusters, then 3-node clusters, and so on. The
item IDs are remapped in the order of clusters. Algorithm 5 (see
Appendix §A.2) presents the pseudocode for generating redirected
addresses. Given the embedding index of the accessed item, the
address generation logic can quickly derive whether the index be-
longs to the CPU or the GPU. The memory location of the cluster,
the cluster size, cluster ID, and o�set within the cluster are used
to determine speci�c psum addresses (Fig. 7 right). With the above
cache layout, the user index only needs to compare with the starting
address of each unique length of the cluster group (in practice at
most 8 entries) and then compute the address of the embedding
vector/partial sum without accessing additional data structures.

5.4 End-To-End System Design
Fig. 7 presents the end-to-end system execution of GRACE. The
psums are pinned in the CPU and GPU memory using GRACE
software. Similar to an earlier work, we execute on a heteroge-
neous CPU/GPU system [14], and we use 1 GB super pages to
avoid any paging overhead. GRACE re-purposes the remapping

table [1, 34, 48, 63] in software to process the incoming user re-
quests of embedding layers. The remapped and sorted indices split
the requests to either CPU or GPU. With a software-de�ned cache
space, the item indices can directly translate into the cluster ID
and o�set within the cluster. Using Alg. 5, the redirected addresses
are used to correctly serve the requested indices with psums in
the heterogeneous memory. The item embedding reduction is then
executed on both CPU and GPU simultaneously before the CPU
results are sent and reduced with the GPU results (see Fig. 1(b)).
Each batch synchronously reduces item embeddings and computes
sparse features on GPUs before processing the top MLP layers. The
address generation process of the batch of users is overlapped with
the item embedding reduction of the previous batch to ensure that
address generation is not on the critical path. We show in §7.1
that the latency of address generation is negligible compared to
embedding reduction time.

6 METHODOLOGY
6.1 Real-World Datasets
We use a variety of datasets from di�erent web service vendors,
shown in Table 1. We choose datasets of di�erent sizes and average
pooling factors. The average pooling factor of a dataset is de�ned as
the number of items, on average, reduced by each user to compute
sparse embeddings.

Table 1: Real-world datasets from web service vendors.
Category Dataset Name Avg. Pool. Factor #Items

Small
Steam (stm) [36, 59, 71] 71.8 10,978

Anime (ani) [2] 106.3 11,200
MovieLens20M (mov) [27] 144.4 26,744

Medium
DBLP (dblp) [62] 61.8 540,459

AmazonO�ces (o�) [29] 64.0 598,943
Twitch (twi) [61] 30.5 739,991

Large AmazonSports (spo) [29] 96.1 1,505,707
AmazonClothes (clo) [29] 82.0 2,345,346

In addition to evaluating uniform datasets, we also present an
evaluation with a mixture of the datasets to model the real-world
recommendation system that has multiple embedding tables of
di�erent sizes and properties. Table 2 lists the mix of our datasets.
For each dataset, we split by 50:50 ratio to pro�le the behavior and
estimate inference performance (we sweep the training/test ratio
in §B.3). We use the embedding dimension of 1024 and the user
batch size of 1024. For end-to-end speedup analysis, we use DLRM
models in Table 3.

Table 2: Experimented mixture of datasets.

Dataset Name Mixture of Dataset Classes

M1 twi-mov-ani-stm 1M+3S
M2 clo-o�-dblp-ani 1L+2M+1S
M3 spo-o�-dblp-twi 1L+3M
M4 clo-spo-o�-dblp 2L+2M

6.2 System Con�guration
For sampled user traces, we build ICG and form clusters using
the GAPBS [6] framework. We deploy all the inference tasks on a
high-end server and measure the performance. For a heterogeneous
memory system deployment, we use an Intel Xeon Platinum 8380
CPUwith 80 physical cores and 512GB 32-channel DDR4-3200 main
memory as the CPU host. We use NVIDIA A40 with 48 GB GDDR6
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memory as the GPU device. The embedding table reduction oper-
ation executed on CPU uses AVX-512 instructions, same as [25].
We use OpenMP to parallelize multiple embedding-reducing opera-
tions from di�erent users and we veri�ed the full utilization of CPU
bandwidth. We also veri�ed the correctness of the embedding layer
functionality since GRACE does not alter any reducing results of
embedding layer operations.

While GRACE presents a generic algorithmic and system design
framework to improve DLRM inference throughput, we evaluate
GRACE and prior works [34, 48] using a heterogeneous CPU-GPU
system for a fair comparison. GRACE, however, can be generalized
and adapted to any heterogeneous memory con�guration with a
main memory and cache space.

Table 3: DLRM models for end-to-end performance analysis.

DLRMModel Bottom MLP Top MLP Num. of table

RM1 [24, 26] 128-64-32 256-64-1 8
RM2 [24, 26] 256-128-64 128-64-1 32
RM3 [24, 26] 2560-1024-256-32 512-256-1 10
RM4 [78] - 200-80-2 3

6.3 State-of-the-Art Baselines
In�nite GPUmemory. This solutionmodels an in�nite GPUmem-
ory capacity that can host full embedding tables in GPU memory,
regardless of size. It does not store any psums.

CPU only. This baseline models hosting full embedding tables
in the CPU memory. We use all 80 cores for executing DLRM.

O�-the-shelf clustering techniques. We use the state-of-the-
art graph clustering algorithm Metis [46] that can apply to ICG
clustering. Metis uses a recursive k-way multi-level graph parti-
tioning algorithm to form clusters.

FAE [1].We model an ideal performance of FAE that places a
subset of highly accessed item embedding vectors in a cache space.
There is no memory tra�c reduction mechanism in FAE. To report
the optimal performance of FAE, we sweep every possible cut-o�
frequency value for each dataset separately. The performance is
also an indicator of the upper bound performance of utilizing the
heterogeneous memory without reducing the memory tra�c.

SPACE [34]. SPACE is a state-of-the-art recommendation sys-
tem inference framework that uses static analysis of user pref-
erences to �nd popular items. It signi�cantly outperforms other
hybrid DRAM management frameworks [15, 16, 65]. SPACE caches
the single popular items and an exhaustive set of combinations of
two items in GPU memory. SPACE o�ers a rich design space in
terms of the fraction of single versus partial embedding sums stored
in the cache space. We report the results for the best-performing
parameter setting by extensively sweeping the value of this fraction.

MERCI [48].MERCI is a state-of-the-art framework to generate
clusters of psums to reduce the memory tra�c. Although MERCI is
proposed for a DIMM-only system, we assume that their clusters of
psums are stored in GPU memory. We use the open-source imple-
mentation [3] from authors. Additionally, we navigate the subgroup
size-performance trade-o� in MERCI to �nd the best-performing
parameters and report the optimal performance numbers.

Oracle-of-2. We model an oracle with a psum of 2 that can �nd
partial sums of any 2 item embeddings. While an oracle-of-3 or
larger is possible in theory, we choose the oracle-of-2 because it

provides a reasonable reduction factor roo�ine to compare the mod-
eled systems. For this oracle, we assume that it perfectly balances
the memory bandwidth in a heterogeneous memory system (§6.2).

7 EVALUATION RESULTS
7.1 Performance Analysis
GRACE vs. prior works. Fig. 8 compares the embedding layer
throughput ofGRACEwith CPU only,Metis clustering [46], FAE [1],
SPACE [34], MERCI [48], and an Oracle-of-2 normalized to an in-
�nite GPU memory solution. GRACE and prior works use extra
memory capacity to store embedding vectors/partial sums that is
equal to 1⇥ the size of the original embedding table. The �gure
shows that CPU slows down the execution by 3.7⇥ compared to
the in�nite GPU memory baseline. This is because the compute
throughput and peak memory bandwidth of GPU are much higher
than CPU. FAE achieves 1.1⇥ better performance than the base-
line. We sweep every possible cut-o� frequency for each dataset
separately and report the best performance. FAE only marginally
improves the performance of the baseline because of no memory
tra�c reduction. Moreover, the �gure shows that, on average,
the o�-the-shelf clustering algorithm (Metis) only achieves 0.34⇥
the baseline performance. The slowdown is attributed to the fact
that a generic clustering algorithm does not contribute to partial
sum reductions or heterogeneous memory utilization e�ectively.
This clearly motivates the design of a novel ICG clustering
algorithm to best accelerate DLRM inference.

Fig. 8 shows that GRACE outperforms SPACE and MERCI by
1.5⇥ and 1.4⇥, on average. As discussed in §6.3, we report the best
performance of SPACE and MERCI based on extensive parameter
tuning. This signi�cant performance improvement is attributed to
the GRACE algorithm and system design that (a) �nds popular item
combinations of arbitrary lengths in a scalable fashion, and (b) is
memory heterogeneity aware by e�ectively navigating the trade-o�
of expanding the partial sum sizes or storing more item embeddings.
GRACE e�ectively bridges the performance gap between prior
works and oracle-of-2 by 52.1%. The performance of SPACE and
MERCI are limited due to limited reduction in memory tra�c and
memory heterogeneity unawareness, respectively. This, in turn,
shows that GRACE �nds high-quality popular item combinations to
e�ectively reduce the memory tra�c, and rejects over-sized clusters to
prevent DRAM throttling. This optimizes the collective heterogeneous
memory bandwidth. Interestingly, we �nd thatGRACE performance
is positively correlated with the average ICG node degree. The best-
performing datasets over prior works (stm, ani, mov, and M1) have
the highest ICG average node degrees of (1405, 1148, 2107, and 900).

Heterogeneous memory time split. To further understand
the performance of di�erent baselines, Fig. 9 shows the time split
for the embedding reduction in CPU and GPU memories. Ideally,
a system that splits memory tra�c to balance the execution times
spent on CPU and GPU can achieve high throughput.

SPACE moderately reduces the GPU execution time by 15% com-
pared to a system with in�nite GPU memory, which determines
the overall throughput of SPACE. Because GPU has a much higher
memory bandwidth available compared to CPU, a moderate mem-
ory tra�c redirected from GPU to CPU memory will result in a
signi�cant increase in CPU memory time. This result underscores
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Figure 8: Embedding layer throughput of In�nite GPUMemory, CPU only, Metis [46], FAE [1], SPACE [34], MERCI [48], GRACE
and Oracle-of-2 normalized to In�nite GPU Memory. All works use 1⇥ additional table capacity to store partial sums.
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Figure 9: Embedding layer execution time breakdown across
CPU and GPU memory, averaged among all datasets, nor-
malized to the in�nite GPU memory execution time. Ideally,
the memory system achieves a balanced execution.

the value of achieving high memory tra�c reduction to speed up the
workload. MERCI performance, on the other hand, is determined by
the embedding reduction time on the CPU. This is because reducing
memory tra�c is the sole design objective of MERCI, which leads to
large cluster sizes. In a real-world heterogeneous memory setting,
this leads to spilling of many embedding psums to CPU memory,
inadvertently increasing its execution time.

The GRACE design e�ectively navigates the complex design
space of reducing memory tra�c by storing large clusters versus
distributing more memory tra�c to the heterogeneous memory
system. Fig. 9 shows that GRACE achieves a near-perfect execution
time split between CPU and GPU to maximize overall application
throughput. The address generation time is shown separately be-
cause it refers to the latency to compute memory addresses and
distribute psums/item embedding requests to CPU and GPU. This is
o� the critical path of the embedding reduction latency as it can be
pipelined with the previous batch reduction. Finally, the �gure also
shows that the address computation time is negligible (6%) com-
pared to the time to load and reduce item embeddings. The GRACE
runtime system thus can fully hide address computation latency by
overlapping it with the embedding reduction of the previous batch.

Memory tra�c reduction. Fig. 10 shows the comparison among
di�erent baselines. The oracle-of-2 achieves a 50% reduction in the
memory tra�c as it stores psums of all two-item embeddings (not
practical). SPACE only reduces memory tra�c by 9% because it
stores partial sums of two item combinations of a very small subset
of items. MERCI and GRACE can reduce memory tra�c by 37%
and 40%. Note that dblp has a memory reduction factor of 2.3⇥ for
GRACE, which is higher than the modeled oracle-of-2. Although
MERCI inspects full training traces to generate optimal clusters, the
high complexity of such inspection forces the algorithm to break
into sub-groups. During this process, co-accesses between di�erent

sub-groups are ignored and MERCI may miss the opportunity to
analyze a global set of co-accessed items. GRACE, on the other
hand, does not have such constraints and the ICG captures accesses
of all items. This result also shows that even in a traditional DIMM-
only memory system, GRACE results in higher memory reduction
and outperforms MERCI.

Tail latency comparison. Fig. 11 shows the 95th percentile
latency of processed batches of compared works, normalized to
the in�nite GPU memory solution. The �gure shows that GRACE
consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art works in terms of
tail latency as well as throughput. Speci�cally, GRACE improves
SPACE by 1.54⇥ and MERCI by 1.41⇥.

End-to-end DLRM performance. By speeding up the embed-
ding reduction phase, GRACE also signi�cantly improves the end-
to-end throughput of DLRM. Fig. 12 shows that GRACE o�ers a
signi�cant end-to-end performance improvement of 1.6⇥ over in�-
nite GPU memory on embedding-heavy models such as RM2. In
MLP-heavy models such as RM3, GRACE achieves 1.2⇥ speedup,
outperforming prior works. DLRMs are executed at a population
scale. Even a single percent performance improvement in data cen-
ter applications leads to a signi�cant reduction in Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) and global carbon footprint [5, 35]. DLRMs con-
sume more than 60% of AI inference cycles [26]. Fig. 12 shows that
GRACE provides signi�cant end-to-end performance improvement
of 1.2-1.6⇥ compared to MERCI and o�ers a low-cost solution, ob-
viating intrusive hardware modi�cations. Therefore, GRACE can
be immediately adopted in today’s data centers.

Understanding the improvements over MERCI.MERCI is
the state-of-the-art framework aiming at memory tra�c reduc-
tion in DLRM. Interestingly, we observe that GRACE outperforms
MERCI in both memory tra�c reduction and end-to-end through-
put. The reason behind this improvement is twofold. 1) GRACE has
a global view of user-item interactions, irrespective of the dataset
size. This is enabled by our novel graph construction that allows
scalable analysis at a global dataset scale. §4.4 shows that GRACE
analysis scales from both algorithmic complexity and runtime stand-
points. MERCI’s analysis, on the other hand, has a fundamental
limitation that it operates at a sub-group level and fails to capture
a global view of user-item interactions due to scalability issues.
2) While MERCI only aims to improve memory tra�c reduction,
the proposed GRACE algorithm is memory heterogeneity-aware.
GRACE not only improves memory tra�c reduction, but also re-
sults in a balanced memory tra�c distribution further improving
end-to-end throughput.
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Figure 10: Memory tra�c reduction in DLRM inference of compared works (lower is better).
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Figure 11: Embedding layer 95th percentile latency of compared works normalized to In�nite GPU Memory.
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Figure 12: End-to-end DLRM inference performance of com-
pared works normalized to In�nite GPU Memory.
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Figure 13: Embedding layer throughput comparison in a ho-
mogeneous GPU memory platform.

Comparison using additional hardware con�gurations.
GRACE algorithm-system co-design is agnostic to any speci�c
hardware con�guration. While a CPU-GPU platform represents a
baseline modeling for a majority of our evaluation, next, we show
the performance of GRACE using two other hardware platforms.

First, we compare the performance of various baselines on a
homogeneous GPU memory in Fig. 13. This experiment assumes
an in�nite GPU memory. Because this platform does not have
heterogeneous memory, the performance is directly correlated with
memory tra�c reduction. GRACE outperforms MERCI marginally
by 5%. This corroborates with the tra�c reduction ratio in Fig. 10.
Furthermore, GRACE signi�cantly outperforms Metis and SPACE
due to improved memory tra�c reduction.

Second, Fig. 14 shows the embedding layer throughput improve-
ment on a system having hybrid DIMM-HBMmemorywith Process-
In-Memory (PIM) technology (evaluation similar to SPACE [34]).
We simulate the embedding reduction operations in PIM using a

trace-based simulation methodology in Ramulator [42]. The mod-
eled DRAM consists of 8 DDR4-3200 channels and 2 stacks of
bandwidth-optimized cache space of HBM2 (speci�cations adopted
from [53, 55]). Fig. 14 shows an interesting trend that FAE outper-
forms SPACE. This shows that heterogeneous memory awareness
is increasingly important when the bandwidth capability varies
across di�erent platforms. The �gure also shows that the memory
heterogeneity-aware design of GRACE can adapt to di�erent tech-
nological parameters, and consistently o�er the best performance
compared to the state-of-the-art. By optimizing memory tra�c
reduction and distribution, GRACE outperforms MERCI by 1.5⇥.

Table 4: Absolute throughput numbers (i.e., #batches pro-
cessed per second) of an in�nite GPU memory baseline.

Dataset stm ani mov dblp o� twi
Throughput 976 1125 668 1594 2787 4965

Dataset spo clo M1 M2 M3 M4
Throughput 1924 2332 361 492 667 583

Absolute performance numbers.To enable better reproducibil-
ity of results and future comparison with GRACE, Table 4 shows
the absolute throughput numbers of an in�nite GPU memory base-
line as shown in Fig. 8. This result is obtained by running a full
embedding layer on the GPU platform (§6.2). The reported absolute
numbers are of the same order as a recent industrial work Deep-
RecSys [24] (our baselines are more optimistic than DeepRecSys
as our embedding layer execution baseline is natively optimized
using CUDA/C++ compared to PyTorch). All other absolute num-
bers reported by our compared works can be inferred by scaling
the absolute numbers with speedups shown in the �gures.

7.2 Sensitivity Analysis
GPU memory capacity. In practice, the capacity budget for the
high bandwidth memory can be less than 1.0⇥ because of the
capacity-limited GPU memory and large embedding table sizes.
Multiple embedding tables also share the GPU memory capacity
resources. To measure the e�ectiveness of GRACE in a more con-
strained environment, we sweep the allowed cache space capacity
to 0.5 ⇥ and 0.25 ⇥ embedding table size. Fig. 15 its e�ect on embed-
ding reduction performance. With more constrained cache space,
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Figure 14: Embedding layer throughput comparison for a DIMM-HBM heterogeneous memory with PIM capability.
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Figure 15: Performance sensitivity of compared works for
di�erent GPU memory capacities normalized to SPACE.

MERCI further exacerbates DIMMmemory throughput by using the
constrained space for storing psums. GRACE , however, can adapt
to the more constrained space by rejecting clusters at an earlier
threshold. GRACE balances the throughput of the heterogeneous
memory system. On average, GRACE outperforms SPACE by 1.63⇥
and 1.54⇥ in the tested con�gurations of constrained cache space.

7.3 Additional Results
Extensive experiments and further insights on energy analysis and
sensitivity studies are presented in detail in Appendix §B.

8 RELATEDWORK
Pro�ling of recommendation systems [24, 26] shows that the
embedding layer accounts for more than 25% and 80% of the infer-
ence latency in the Meta RM1 and RM2 model. These RM models
consume more than 60% of Meta’s data center AI inference cycles.
While using specialized DNN accelerators or employing batched in-
ference can signi�cantly [9, 12, 17, 23, 30–33, 51] improve the DNN
layer throughput, the embedding layer performance is still bottle-
necked by the memory bandwidth [24, 26, 28, 34, 38, 43, 44, 76].

Exploiting the embedding table locality.Analysis of the user-
item interactions has been studied in prior works [1, 7, 20, 34, 37,
38, 43, 58, 63, 64, 68, 71, 75], such as reducing the dimension and
exploiting the power-law characteristics observed in the embedding
table operations. SPACE [34] is the most recent work that exploits
both singular hot items and exhaustive combinations of partial
sums of two hot items. MERCI [48] captures the most e�cient
psums to reduce the memory tra�c. GRACE explores the design
space of both memory tra�c reduction and heterogeneous memory
utilization and GRACE analysis is derived by analyzing real-world
service vendors instead of arti�cially generated distribution [24, 25].

Near memory processing and memory technology for im-
proving embedding table operations. Near memory processing
is explored in many prior works [38, 43, 57, 69, 70]. They serve as
the heterogeneous memory module and signi�cantly increase the
available memory bandwidth. Fafnir [4] uses a tree-like reduction
hierarchy among di�erent ranks to improve the reduction e�ciency
near the memory logic. Other memory technologies have been stud-
ied in prior works including SSD (solid-state drive) [67, 73] and
NVM (non-volatile memory) [19] to aid the embedding layer op-
eration, which has a dual challenge of large capacity and a high
bandwidth requirement. GRACE assumes a hybrid DRAM model
and uses GPU memory as a software-managed cache and this algo-
rithm framework can generalize to these newmemory technologies.

9 CONCLUSION
This paper proposed GRACE—a novel algorithm-system co-design
framework to signi�cantly accelerate DLRM inference by speeding
up the embedding reduction stage. To reduce the memory tra�c
of sparse DLRM layers, GRACE proposed mapping the problem
of �nding popular item combinations to a graph problem. GRACE
presented an Item Co-occurrence Graph (ICG) to scalably ana-
lyze popular item combinations. GRACE then proposed a low-cost
graph clustering algorithm that �nds popular item combinations of
arbitrary lengths and inserts these frequently accessed item combi-
nations into a software-managed cache space. The GRACE runtime
system exploited partial embedding sums to signi�cantly reduce
memory tra�c. Our evaluation showed that GRACE signi�cantly
outperforms state-of-the-art prior works SPACE and MERCI by
1.5⇥ and 1.4⇥, respectively.

10 DATA AVAILABILITY STATEMENT
The code of this work is also available on Zenodo [74].
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A APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL ALGORITHMS
A.1 ICG Construction Algorithm
Algorithm 4 presents the pseudocode of the graph construction
phase into ICG. All pairs of items accessed by the user as item
co-occurrences. We use an item co-occurrence bu�er to construct
a weighted graph by increasing the edge-weight by one for each
co-occurrence.

Algorithm 4 Pseudocode for item co-occurrence graph (ICG) con-
struction
1: procedure B����ICG(user_accesses) ù O�ine
2: Input: user_accesses: Historical data of item accesses by sampled users
3: Output: G: Item co-occurrence graph (ICG)
4:
5: recorded_edges = []

6: for all user_access 2 user_accesses do ù Online lazy recording
7: num_items = user_access.size() ù #items accessed by user
8: // For each user access, iterate over all unique item pairs
9: for i in (0, num_items) do
10: for j in (i + 1, num_items) do
11: item_i = user_access[i]; item_j = user_access[j];

12: // Lazy bu�ering of graph edges
13: recorded_edges.append(edge(item_i, item_j))

14:
15: Initialize empty graph G

16: for edge in recorded_edges do ù O�ine graph construction
17: if edge not in G then
18: G.add_weighted_edge(edge, 0)

19: G.increment_edge_weight(edge)

20: return G

A.2 Address Generation Algorithm
We detail the address generation process in Algorithm 5. One user
from a batch accesses remapped indices. The remapped indices
are sorted, streamed in, and compared with the starting address
of grouped clusters on CPU and GPU. After �nding the group, the
index can directly translate into cluster ID and o�set within the
cluster because clusters are grouped by size.

If the access results in amiss to the previous cluster, the address of
accessing the single-item embedding at item_offset is located at
2item_offset�1 from the starting address of the cluster. If the access
is a hit of the previous cluster, it indicates that psum is accumulated
previously. Because the memory layout of embeddings and partial
sums is in a bitmap fashion within a cluster, one-bit activation will
direct to the address with the psum that accumulates the hit index.
The new psum address is generated by adding a 2item_offset to the
previous item embedding/psum address.

After directing all access indices to the proper address across the
heterogeneousmemory, the corresponding embedding items/partial
sums are reduced to satisfy the batch of users’ embedding layer
requests.

A.3 Multiple Embedding Table Support
Real-world DLRM models have multiple embedding tables that
share the available capacity-limited HBM resources. We propose
Algorithm 6 to design cache space for multiple embedding tables.
Similar to previous industrial proposals [24, 43, 54, 78], we assume
that the embedding tables are independent, i.e., items in an embed-
ding table do not reduce with items in a di�erent table. Algorithm 6
shows the clustering pseudo-code to support multiple embedding
tables. The procedure only di�ers when building the ICG. Because
di�erent embedding tables have mutually exclusive nodes, for each

Algorithm 5 Pseudocode for Address Generation on User Accesses
1: procedure A������G��(user_accesses) ù Online
2: Input: user_accesses: Incoming data of item accesses by runtime users
3: Input: start_addr: Starting address of each cluster size group
4: Output: redirected_accesses: Redirected addresses of item embeddings and partial sums

that users request for correct reduction
5:
6: prev_c_id = None

7: prev_g_size = None

8: temp_addr = None

9: redirected_accesses = []

10: for all access 2 user_accesses do
11: // Find which group, cluster, and whether CPU/GPU the access belongs to
12: g_size = access.get_g_size();

13: c_id = (access - start_addr[g_size]) / g_size;

14: item_offset = (access - start_addr[c_id]) % g_size;

15: // If access has a di�. cluster from prev access, commit prev redirected addr
16: if c_id != prev_c_id or g_size != prev_g_size then
17: redirected_accesses.append(temp_addr);

18: temp_addr = start_addr[g_size] + c_id ⇥

⇣
26_B8I4 � 1

⌘
19: temp_addr +=

⇣
2item_offset � 1

⌘
;

20: else
21: temp_addr +=

⇣
2item_offset

⌘
;

22: // Accumulate to the redirected addr to get item embeddings / partial sums
23: prev_c_id = cluster;

24: prev_g_size = g_size;

25: redirected_accesses.append(temp_addr);

26: return redirected_accesses

Algorithm6 Pseudocode for building the item co-occurrence graph
(ICG) for multiple embedding tables
1: procedure B����M����T����ICG(user_accesses_per_table) ù O�ine
2: Input: user_accesses_per_table: Historical data of item accesses by sampled users for

each embedding table
3: Output: G’: Uni�ed item co-occurrence graph (ICG) of multiple embedding tables
4:
5: Offset = []

6: item_id_offset = 0

7: for all t 2 embedding_tables do ù Item renaming for each embedding table
8: Offset.append(item_id_offset);

9: item_id_offset += total_size_emb[t];

10:
11: recorded_edges = []

12: for all t 2 embedding_tables do ù Iterate through multiple tables
13: for all user_access 2 user_accesses_per_table[t] do
14: num_items = user_access.size() ù #items accessed by user
15: // For each user access, iterate over all unique item pairs
16: for i in (0, num_items) do
17: for j in (i + 1, num_items) do
18: item_i = user_access[i] + Offset[t];

19: item_j = user_access[j] + Offset[t];

20: // Lazy bu�ering of graph edges
21: recorded_edges.append(edge(item_i, item_j))

22:
23: Initialize empty graph G’

24: for edge in recorded_edges do ù O�ine graph construction
25: if edge not in G’ then
26: G’.add_weighted_edge(edge, 0)

27: G’.increment_edge_weight(edge)

28: return G’

29:
30: procedure C������M����T����ICG( ) ù O�ine ICG clustering
31: Input: G’: Item Co-occurrence Graph (ICG) for multiple embedding tables
32: Input: renamed_nodes: Vertex set of G’ sorted by their degrees
33: Input: capacity_budget: Number of cache lines allowed in cache space
34: Output: cluster_list: Assignment of ICG nodes of multiple tables
35: // The same clustering algorithm directly applies on the renamed nodes.
36: cluster_list = C������ICG(G’,renamed_nodes,capacity_budget)
37: return cluster_list

item index, we add an o�set of the previous table size to avoid
duplication of the same item ID in di�erent embedding tables. We
build the ICG accordingly and the resulting ICG has a collection of
all nodes of di�erent embedding tables.

With this ICG, the problem of cluster forming for all embedding
tables is evaluated in the same graph using the same C������ICG
algorithm in Algorithm 2. In this ICG, we can systematically analyze
the clustering bene�t-cost e�ciency and assign the HBM capacity
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budget to each of the embedding tables. No heuristics are required
to �nd a proper distribution of capacity for each embedding table.
This shows the bene�t of casting such a problem into a graph
problem. Di�erent embedding tables equivalently become disjoint
partitions of an overall ICG, and can be evaluated altogether.

B APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
B.1 Performance Analysis: MERCI Variants
One of the reasons GRACE outperforms MERCI is that GRACE
imposes a limit on the maximum size of the cluster. As shown in
Fig. 9, this can e�ectively limit large clusters and allows a larger
number of item embeddings/psums to be placed on the size-limited
GPU memory. This way, the GPU memory utilization increases,
achieving a more balanced distribution of memory tra�c. This mo-
tivates us to test variants of MERCI that can bene�t from a similar
advantage. Fig. 16 presents the performance of MERCI-k variants.
Here, MERCI-k limits the maximum cluster size to k. We sweep k
from 2 to 5, and k equal to in�nity (equivalent to vanilla MERCI
design:MERCI-inf ). Fig. 16 shows that GRACE consistently outper-
forms all MERCI variants. While MERCI-k improves the memory
tra�c distribution compared to MERCI-inf, this further limits the
memory tra�c reduction. Fig. 16 shows that, compared to a MERCI
variant that optimizes heterogeneous memory utilization, GRACE
stills o�ers improved throughput by balancing both memory tra�c
reduction and distribution.

B.2 Energy Consumption Analysis
Fig. 17 compares the energy saving of di�erent baselines normal-
ized to the in�nite GPU memory solution. Because GPU memory
consumes much less energy per data transfer byte than DIMM-
based memory [49, 53], in�nite GPU memory achieves low power
consumption. GRACE achieves the best energy consumption com-
pared with other works and even performs marginally 4% better
energy consumption than in�nite GPU memory. This is because
although GRACE keeps some embeddings in DIMM-based memory
to exploit a larger collective bandwidth for the best performance, it
e�ciently utilizes psum to serve requests, which saves energy both
on CPU and GPU. Note that if GRACE is speci�cally con�gured
to optimize for energy consumption, GRACE-Energy can save 18%
energy compared to an in�nite GPU memory con�guration.

B.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Training ratio sensitivity. Fig. 18 shows that GRACE consis-
tently outperforms prior works even using a limited training set to
learn popular item combinations. Because every single user-item
interaction can produce multiple co-accessed patterns, even though
a limited set of the pro�led user-item interaction, GRACE can ex-
tract co-access patterns e�ectively. GRACE achieves even a higher
speedup at a limited training set, achieving 1.66⇥ and 1.46⇥ over
SPACE and MERCI respectively at train/test ratio of 10:90.

Anchor node selection policy. Fig. 19 shows the performance
sensitivity of sweeping ICG anchor node selection in Algorithm 1.
In addition to ICG node degree, the other available options include
anchor node selection based on the item access frequency or all
random. The degree-based clustering performs marginally better

than frequency-based and outperforms random anchor node selec-
tion. This shows the robust nature of ICG clustering algorithm. It
enables GRACE to outperform prior works without any speci�c
requirement for choosing an anchor node for clustering.

B.4 Optimal Algorithmic Parameter Search
We show the parameter search process and their sensitivity involved
in Algorithm. 2.

Performance sensitivity on U . We sweep the value of U to
�nd its e�ect on performance. This parameter is used in estimating
the bene�t of adding nodes to existing clusters in the proposed
clustering algorithm (see line 14 in Algorithm 3). We sweep U

Table 5: Performance of di�erent U normalized to the best
performing U , averaged across datasets.

U 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0
GM 0.934 0.987 0.997 0.997 0.996

from 0 to 1, and �nd its e�ect on the performance of each work-
load. Table 5 presents the performance of each U normalized to the
best performance, averaged across all workloads. This shows that
GRACE performance does not change signi�cantly for U � 0.25,
and achieves an optimal performance with U = [0.5, 0.75] (high-
lighted in green).

MAX CLUSTER SIZE and tolerance factor. Fig. 20 shows the
performance sensitivity of GRACE for di�erent maximum cluster
sizes and tolerance factors. Maximum cluster size is a parameter
used in the proposed algorithm to limit the sizes of the formed
clusters (see line 20 in Algorithm 2). Tolerance factor adds a margin
for the estimated bene�t to drop while still allowing a new node to
be added to an existing cluster (see line 19 in Algorithm 2). Both
hyperparameters modulate the cluster sizes. Fig. 20 only shows the
most interesting data points for each dataset; in reality, we sweep
the tolerance factor from 0 to 100.

Intuitively, allowing larger clusters leads to higher memory traf-
�c saving if partial sums of several items are cached. This, however,
limits the diversity of items to be cached due to limited cache space,
limiting the ability to divert more memory tra�c to the cache space.
Therefore, there is a rich trade-o� space between savings due to
each cluster and the diversity of cached items. GRACE navigates
this trade-o� space to �nd the optimal hyperparameter for each
workload. We show the tuning process of these parameters below.

C APPENDIX: DECISION ENGINE DESIGN FOR
PREDICTING OPTIMAL PARAMETER
SETTING

The choice of maximum cluster size and tolerance a�ects the quality
of the selected popular items and their combinations, thus a�ecting
the overall performance. The optimal choice is di�erent for di�erent
input characteristics. Fig. 20 shows the speedup for each input graph
under di�erent maximum cluster size and tolerance combinations.
To be able to apply GRACE to arbitrary input and get the best
speedup, we build a decision engine to pick the optimal or near-
optimal combination ofmaximum cluster size and tolerancewithout
exhaustively experimenting with all possible combinations.

We use three features from the input: number of items, aver-
age pooling factor, and average node degree in ICG to train the
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Figure 16: Throughput improvement of MERCI-k over compared baselines (higher is better).
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Figure 18: Performance sensitivity of compared works for
di�erent train/test ratios normalized to SPACE. GRACE con-
sistently outperforms the compared works even when the
training set is limited.
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Figure 19: Performance sensitivity of compared works for
di�erent anchor node selection policies normalized to SPACE.
The available options are selected based on ICG node degree,
the item access frequency, and random.

decision engine. We use the decision tree implementation from
scikit-learn [60] library, which uses an optimized CART (Classi-
�cation and Regression Trees) algorithm. The decision tree �nds
the feature that yields the largest information gain at each level.
The output of the decision engine is the maximum cluster size and
tolerance combination that gives optimal performance. We de�ne
the combination that gives the best speedup result as the strict
optimal combination, and we de�ne a set of combinations that
gives a speedup no less than relaxing coe�cient (rc) to the optimal
speedup as the relaxed optimal combination set. We use the
strict optimal combination to train the decision engine, and con-
sider the decision engine’s prediction accurate if it gives a result
that falls in the relaxed optimal combination set.

We train the decision engine with 80-20 random split for train-
test data, and we repeat the procedure 50 times with di�erent
random seeds. The decision engine achieves an average accuracy
of 92.7% under a 90% relaxing coe�cient.

D ARTIFACT APPENDIX
D.1 Abstract
This paper presents an algorithm-system co-design for improving
the performance of the embedding layer in Deep Learning Recom-
mendation Models (DLRMs). This document brie�y describes how
to reproduce the main result of our paper. The performance results
shown in the paper are machine-dependent. For example, Fig. 8,
Fig. 13, and Fig. 14 show results on a CPU-GPU system, HBM-only
system, and DIMM-HBM system with Processing-In-Memory (PIM)
capability, respectively. To enable reproducing results in a timely
fashion on di�erent machines, we discuss the methodology to re-
produce the main result of our paper that is machine-independent
(Fig. 10). Speci�cally, our instructions include 1) how to download
the input datasets, 2) how to pre-process these datasets, 3) how to
reproduce the memory tra�c reduction results for each baseline,
and 4) how to generate a plot similar to Fig. 10. Expected result:
compared to a no-reduction baseline, GRACE reduces the memory
tra�c by 1.7⇥.

D.2 Artifact Check-List (Meta-Information)
• Algorithm: Deep Learning Recommendation Model (DLRM)
• Program: c++ and python3

• Compilation: g++ 9.4.0

• Dataset: Steam (stm), Anime (ani), MovieLens20M (mov), DBLP
(dblp), AmazonO�ces (o�), Twitch (twi), AmazonSports (spo), Ama-
zonClothes (clo), mixture of datasets twi-mov-ani-stm (M1), mixture
of datasets clo-o�-dblp-ani (M2), mixture of datasets spo-o�-dblp-
twi (M3), mixture of datasets clo-spo-o�-dblp (M4)
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Figure 20: Performance sensitivity of GRACE to maximum cluster size and tolerance factor normalized to In�nite GPUMemory.

• Run-time environment: Implementation should run natively
• Hardware: CPU with 64 GB main memory or more
• Execution: Bash script for automatic compilation and execution
• Metrics: Memory tra�c reduction
• Output: Memory access count in hbm_only_*_log/ folders, repro-
duced Fig. 10 in the paper in Fig10_plot/ folder

• Experiments: Memory access counts for GRACE, MERCI, SPACE,
and Metis

• How much disk space required (approximately)?: 70GB
• How much time is needed to prepare work�ow (approxi-
mately)?: 3 hours

• How much time is needed to complete experiments (approxi-
mately)?: 9 hours without Metis, 15 hours with Metis

• Publicly available?: Yes
• Code licenses (if publicly available)?: MIT License (MERCI)
• Data licenses (if publicly available)?: Creative Commons At-
tribution ShareAlike License (dblp), CC0: Public Domain License
(ani)

• Work�ow framework used?: GAPBS

D.3 Description
D.3.1 How to access? The artifact code base can be downloaded
from https://github.com/Linestro/GRACE. A third-party code base
MERCI is needed and can be obtained by downloading from https:
//github.com/SNU-ARC/MERCI.git. The README �le in the root
directory of GRACE repository contains instructions to download
open-source data sets and commands to reproduce Fig. 10.

D.3.2 Hardware dependencies: Any commodity CPU should be
adequate for running the code implementation.

D.3.3 So�ware dependencies: We use python 3.9 and g++ 9.4.0 on
Ubuntu 20.04.5 LTS (GNU/Linux 5.4.0-135-generic x86_64).

D.3.4 Datasets: We use real-world datasets for evaluation. The
datasets are obtained from the following links:

• DBLP: [link]
• AmazonSports: [link1] [link2]
• AmazonO�ces: [link1] [link2]
• AmazonClothes: [link1] [link2]
• Anime: [link]
• Twitch: [link]
• Movie: [link]
• Steam: [link]

D.4 Installation
Download the GRACE code base from https://github.com/Linestro/
GRACE. In ⌧'�⇠⇢/ folder, download the MERCI code base from
https://github.com/SNU-ARC/MERCI.git

D.5 Experiment Work�ow
Due to the large number of commands, please refer to
GRACE/README.md for the commands for each step to run.
Step 1: Create necessary folders GRACE/ and GRACE/MERCI/.
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Step 2: Download and process datasets. (3 hours)
Step 3: Perform datasets cleaning. (10 minutes)
Step 4: Prepare mixed datasets. (2 hours)
Step 5: Generate ICG with training set. (3 hours)
Step 6: Reformat datasets into inference streaming set. (5 minutes)
Step 7:Reproducememory access count for GRACE,MERCI, SPACE.
(1 hour)
Step 8: (Optional) Reproduce memory access count for Metis. (3
hours)
Step 9: Reproduce Fig. 10 in the paper using the memory access
count collected in steps 7 and 8.

D.6 Evaluation and Expected Results
After the runs have completed running, the raw results are in
hbm_only_grace_log/, hbm_only_merci_log/,
hbm_only_space_log/, and hbm_only_metis_log/.
The reproduced Fig. 10 is in Fig10_plot/, and it should be close to
the Fig. 10 in the paper; a small error (< ±5%) accepted because each
time the training-testing set split (by default 50:50) is randomized.
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